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My name is Robert Smith and I am the Manager of Transmission Planning and Engineering for Arizona Public Service Company (APS). On behalf of APS, I participate in several regional transmission planning organizations that continue to evaluate the need for investment in the high-voltage transmission system throughout the West. I also am the Project Manager for the TransWest Express Project (TransWest Express). I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this joint subcommittee hearing on behalf of APS and TransWest Express.

APS, Arizona’s largest and longest-service electricity utility, serves more than 1 million customers in 11 of the state’s 15 counties. With headquarters in Phoenix, APS is the largest subsidiary of Pinnacle West Capital Corporation (NYSE: PNW). In late 2005, APS announced the initiation of a feasibility study for TransWest Express, which is designed to allow Arizona and other western states increased capability to access electricity generated from coal and wind resources in Wyoming. I will discuss TransWest Express in more detail later in my comments.
I am here today first to thank you for including provisions in the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (EPAct 2005 or Act) to address the continuing and growing need for additional high-voltage electricity infrastructure in the West. Through my involvement in various regional planning efforts and the Western Congestion Assessment Task Force (WCATF), it has become clear to me that additional interstate transmission is needed to ensure grid reliability in the future. That same transmission also will help consumers access reliable, affordable and environmentally responsible sources of energy. It is therefore important that the efforts begun in the EPAct 2005 be implemented in a timely and complete manner.

I also am here to express APS's appreciation for the genuine effort and commitment demonstrated by the Departments of Energy and Interior, the United States Forest Service, and the Defense Department (collectively, the Departments) to accomplish the tasks that Congress set for them under Section 368 of the Act. Because securing corridors for energy rights-of-way across federal land is critical if western energy infrastructure needs are to be met in a reasonable time frame, we value the dedication of agency personnel to accomplishing their tasks. APS is encouraged that the goal of better interagency cooperation, clearly necessary for multi-jurisdictional regional issues, appears to be improving and should provide long term benefits to the public. APS looks forward to continuing to participate in the Section 368 process and to providing comments on the more detailed maps that we understand will soon be issued by the Departments.
APS, like other electric utilities, continually evaluates where it needs both new and upgraded transmission facilities to serve its customers' needs. APS also has worked successfully in the past with various federal agencies, including the Bureau of Land Management, to develop utility corridors that have been incorporated into the agencies' Resource Management Plans and used by APS or others for HV and EHV transmission lines. Because of the value that APS has experienced in siting in designated utility corridors, APS supports the Section 368 requirement that federal land agencies designate energy corridors by August 2007.

Annual system load growth throughout the Southwest is 3-5%, which is approximately three times the national average. It is anticipated that the demand in Arizona alone will grow by an additional 9000 MW by 2020. In order to meet the rapid growth in demand experienced in Arizona over the last several years, and the expected continuing rapid growth, APS and the other Arizona utilities have constructed a number of high voltage (HV) and extra high voltage (EHV) transmission projects within Arizona and have several more planned. Included as Attachment 1 to my testimony is a map showing APS’s current plans for new facilities between 2005-2014. Attachment 2 is a map that shows existing corridors that could be widened to accommodate additional transmission lines and potential new corridors that APS believes would be beneficial. Both maps were included in APS’s Section 368 comments. I am not going to repeat our comments here, but will note that APS believes the corridors indicated on those maps meet the Section 368 goals, and we are hopeful that the federal agencies will designate these corridors in the programmatic environmental impact statement (PEIS) currently being prepared.
Based on APS’s assessment of its future resource needs, including both transmission and generation, APS announced TransWest Express in late 2005. APS has been actively seeking input from interested stakeholders, has formed four groups (transmission feasibility, permitting, economic, and legal and negotiating) to conduct the feasibility study, and has held several public stakeholder meetings over the past 8 months. We also routinely update the regional planning groups that could be impacted by the project, as well as the Western Electric Coordinating Council (WECC). Finally, we are coordinating our efforts with the Frontier Project and are updating the various state, local and tribal jurisdictions that the project may touch.

TransWest Express seeks to provide access for APS and the Southwest to coal (including advanced clean coal technologies) and wind resources in Wyoming. The access to these resources will support a balanced resource portfolio for the Southwest and will facilitate the more effective use of domestic energy resources. In addition, and equally as important, TransWest Express will strengthen the reliability of the western transmission system and provide benefits to states throughout the West. All of the routes under consideration for the project are consistent with and supported by both the Report to the Western Governors Association titled “Conceptual Plans for Electricity Transmission in the West” (August 2001) and the Rocky Mountain Area Transmission Study (RMATS) reports. Both of those reports noted that electric transmission in the West is constrained and that those constraints result in the underutilization of the region’s vast wind and coal resources.
APS is well along the way with the Phase 1 feasibility study for TransWest Express and we expect to complete it by the end of 2006. APS is modeling several alternatives consisting of two AC or one DC transmission lines along various routes from Wyoming to the Southwest and is assessing the environmental and other siting issues raised by the potential routes. We have completed the initial transmission and permitting analyses, as well as the APS internal economic studies. The results of those analyses show project alternatives that are feasible across a wide range of assumptions and we anticipate beginning the permitting process by early 2007.

The following diagram shows one of the 500 kV AC transmission line alternatives under consideration for TransWest Express:
The following diagram shows one of the DC transmission line alternatives being evaluated:
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To fulfill the goal of opening access for Arizona and the Southwest to Wyoming's wind and coal resources, TransWest Express will be required to cross federal lands. Siting, although never an easy process, will be facilitated if TransWest Express is able to use pre-designated utility corridors on those federal lands.
APS believes that the timely implementation of Section 368 will:

- Assist the federal land agencies in addressing the anticipated need for new energy infrastructure in the West in their planning efforts;
- encourage that planning to be conducted in a coordinated West-wide manner so that designated corridors address the need to deliver power across federal land from often remote power sources to loads or markets needing access to that power;
- assure that the environmental work accomplished during the designation process does not need to be repeated when transmission projects ultimately are sited in pre-designated corridors, thereby streamlining the actual siting of new facilities within the corridors; and
- reduce the uncertainties of siting on federal lands when companies are able to avail themselves of pre-designated corridors, as uncertainty is always a crucial component when major projects have to be financed in the capital markets.

APS will submit comments to the federal agencies regarding the proposed corridor maps, but notes the following concerns and issues that we believe should be considered:

- The preliminary maps issued by the federal agencies do not include already existing corridors as corridors to be carried forward. It is not clear if that is intended to imply that those corridors will not be redesignated or whether they will remain in place and the corridors on the map are additional corridors. APS believes that the agencies need to carry forward all of the existing corridors
already included in Resource Management Plans and that the PEIS should address additional utility corridors.

• While APS understands the concern that agencies might have had about public reaction to something that might be perceived as “over designation,” it is critical that utility corridors be wide enough to provide the flexibility needed to avoid environmentally sensitive areas, address engineering, technical and vegetation management constraints, and allow lines to be built with sufficient separation to reduce the risk of simultaneous outages of multiple lines. We believe that the drivers for decision making ought to be: (1) anticipated need; (2) an unbiased assessment about how to meet those needs where federal lands must be involved (i.e., avoiding sensitive land unless no other options are available and setting an appropriate higher burden for demonstrating need and no other feasible alternatives when sensitive lands are involved); and (3) the technical requirements governing co-location of energy facilities of the same type or differing types. The agencies have preliminarily proposed corridors of only 3,500 feet wide. Such a narrow corridor not only would be narrower than many previously designated corridors, but does not meet the criteria listed above. APS believes that corridors should be no less than one mile wide and preferably 3-5 miles wide.

Unfortunately, Arizona is quite familiar with the issues raised by lines that were built within a too-narrow corridor. Included as Attachments 3-4 to my testimony are photographs demonstrating the impact that fires, for example, can have on transmission lines that have been constructed within close proximity of each
other. APS and Salt River Project (SRP) both serve the Phoenix metropolitan area. The photographs show the SRP Coronado to Silverking 500kV and APS Cholla to Saguaro 500kV lines, both of which recently had to be taken out of service because of the Potato Complex fire in Arizona. The need to take both lines out of service at the same time potentially could have been avoided if the lines could have been built with a larger separation between them. Although the lines were constructed with spacing that sought to balance the need for a right-of-way, the public desire for consolidation, and the need to minimize impact (visual and ground disturbance) and cost, we have learned over the years that additional spacing can be critical to ensure reliability. That is one reason that APS has advocated for widening of existing corridors and for the designation of new corridors to avoid construction of new lines in already existing common corridors.

- APS also understands that the Departments are planning to define procedures for siting within designated corridors, as well as the management practices that should be employed. Such practices and procedures will be very important to us and other electric utilities. Meaningful siting procedures that recognize the substantial environmental work that already will have been completed as part of the PEIS will be critical to making the designated corridors useful for their intended purposes. For example, if the siting procedures required within a designated corridor are not appreciably streamlined compared to those required for siting outside a corridor, companies will have less incentive to avail themselves of these corridors. The procedures developed also should draw from
the experiences of those states recognized as having efficient and effective siting processes, such as the Arizona Corporation Commission’s transmission line siting committee. To the extent possible, the federal process also should coordinate with state processes.

- We also firmly believe that the best management practices developed for designated corridors need to recognize that mandatory reliability standards for vegetation management will soon be in place as required by the EPAct 2005. Through the Edison Electric Institute (EEI), we have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the federal land agencies and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which we hope upon implementation will lead to more timely, technically and environmentally sound vegetation management of transmission rights-of-way (ROWs) on federal land. In addition, the Section 1211(c) of EPAct 2005 requires expedited approvals for steps necessary to comply with mandatory reliability standards. The management practices developed for designated energy corridors is one of the first places where the Departments can begin to implement the MOU and Section 1211(c) to assure that reliability standards can be met.

- The United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) has an important role to play in helping the Departments complete their assignments under Section 368 on time. The active and consistent participation of USFWS in the process will be required for the Departments to reach the final designations of energy corridors
across federal lands. USFWS will be critical to the development and review of streamlined siting procedures and the best management practices designed for the corridors. We urge you to assure that USFWS is taking on this responsibility and fully participating and responding to needs identified in interagency corridor effort.

- Finally, while I’ve primarily discussed energy corridors on federal land, I want to take a moment to discuss the new Section 216(h) of the Federal Power Act, established by EPAct 2005. This provision gives the Department of Energy (DOE) lead agency responsibility to coordinate the issuance of all federal authorizations required for transmission projects. This primarily means the authorizations required to cross federal land, including USFWS review. It requires a coordinated process to ensure that the federal authorizations are issued based on the same consolidated record of review, in a timely fashion and, to the maximum extent practicable, coordinated with state siting processes. We are pleased that DOE, the federal land agencies, and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) have commenced the implementation of the consolidated review. Effective and judicious development and implementation of that review process are essential to facilitate the timely construction of the transmission projects required to meet the infrastructure needs of the West. We also encourage DOE and FERC to implement a federal process that can be coordinated with and implemented at the same time as the state siting process is being implemented.
Thank you for holding this hearing and providing all of us speaking today the opportunity to discuss the infrastructure siting issues we are attempting to address. APS looks forward to working with you on these issues.